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ABSTRACT: A competent automotive security system is executed for against burglary and mishap recognition, 

utilizing an implanted framework comprising of a Global Positioning System (GPS) and a Wi-Fi Module. The 

framework in case of robbery will send predefined message to the proprietor of vehicle. The client can begin following 

the place of designated vehicle on Google Earth on a committed vehicle tracker application. Utilizing GPS finder, the 

objective's present not entirely settled and sent, alongside different boundaries got by vehicle's information port, by 

means of Internet through Wifi module that is associated with PC or cell phone. Since the primary mechanism of 

correspondence is web, the term IoT or 'Web of Things' is carried out here. The proprietor will have the decision of 

slicing the inventory of fuel to the motor to make a quick move capture the criminal. This component will be available 

on the vehicle tracker application. The other part of the venture is the mishap identification. The cycle is same as in 

burglary recognition, i.e., when mishap happens; the accelerometer's readings will trigger the framework to begin 

sending directions of the mishap site to the law implementation specialists and medical clinics, because of which crisis 

move can be made by them right away. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Over the most recent couple of many years, India has advanced at such a gigantic rate that many 

organizations have unequivocally set up a good foundation for themselves here. These organizations carry an enormous 

measure of labor force with them. Orchestrating transportation to such an immense mass is an awkward errand 

including numerous complexities. By and large, this transport is organized through the neighborhood transport 

merchants on a yearly agreement premise, with progressively happening setbacks, for example, thievery, mishaps and 

so on representing a greater concern the improvement of satellite correspondence innovation is not difficult to 

recognize the vehicle areas. Vehicle global positioning frameworks have carried this innovation to the everyday 

existence of the normal individual. Today GPS utilized in vehicles, ambulances, armadas and police vehicles are 

normal sights on the streets of created nations. All the current innovation support following the vehicle area and status. 

The GPS/IoT based framework is one of the main frameworks, which incorporate the two GPS innovation and 

forthcoming IoT or Internet of Things phrasing. With the assistance of GPS, the vehicle can be followed consistently 

which related to law requirement specialists or medical clinics can be utilized to follow the vehicle on the off chance 

that it gets taken or on the other hand assuming the vehicle engages in a genuine setback. The IoT expression is a 

somewhat new and impending term. As indicated by Wikipedia, The Internet of Things (IoT) is the organization of 

actual articles or "things" installed with gadgets, programming, sensors, and organization availability, which empowers 

these items to gather and trade information. 
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Figure.1 Automobile Internet of Things  

 

The IoT permits objects to be detected and controlled from a distance across existing organization framework, 

setting out open doors for more straightforward incorporation between the actual world and PC based frameworks, and 

bringing about superior productivity, precision and financial advantage. Every thing is extraordinarily recognizable 

through its installed figuring framework however can interoperate inside the current web foundation. The expression 

"Web of Things" was authored by British business visionary Kevin Ashton in 1999. Ordinarily, IoT is relied upon to 

offer progressed availability of gadgets, frameworks and administrations that goes past machine to machine 

correspondence (M2M) and covers an assortment of conventions, areas and applications. The interconnection of these 

inserted gadgets including shrewd articles is relied upon to introduce mechanization in virtually all fields, while 

additionally empowering progressed applications like a savvy lattice, and growing to regions like brilliant urban 

communities. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

 

Figure.2 Block Diagram of Security System  
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Processor - It the core of the framework and fills pretty much every role of the framework. For this framework the 

ARM v7 (LPC 2138) microcontroller is utilized.  

GPS module – The GPS module will get area information (co-ordinates in scope and longitude) of the vehicle from the 

satellites and will send it to the vehicle tracker application or law requirement or clinic specialists so that definite area 

of the vehicle which may be taken or met with a mishap be discovered. The ELS GPS 1100 module is utilized in this 

framework.  

 

Wi-Fi module – The principle assignment of this module is to give association medium to sending area information 

acquired from GPS module to vehicle tracker application. The ESP 8266 Wi-Fi module will be associated with areas of 

interest arranged in environmental elements which will empower the framework to send information through Internet to 

the proprietor.  

 

Accelerometer module – This module estimates changes in g (speed increase) values in three tomahawks viz. X, Y and 

Z and gives comparing electrical voltage signs to the deviations in the said tomahawks. This module is mindful with 

mishap location element of the framework. At whatever point the vehicle meets with a mishap, the sharp changes in g 

esteems happen and the relating computerized qualities (digitization of electrical voltage signals is done by ADC 

worked in microcontroller) are contrasted and predefined limit esteems, assuming that the qualities surpass those 

predefined edge esteems, the GPS module is set off and facilitates will be shipped off law requirement and emergency 

clinic specialists through Internet. For this framework the ADXL 335 accelerometer module is utilized.  

 

External Battery Bank – The battery bank does the trick the power prerequisites for the whole working of the 

framework. Albeit the framework will initially utilize the power supply from the vehicle's battery pack yet having a 

helper power supply will help in continuous usefulness of framework in case of vehicle battery pack disappointment or 

on the off chance that it gets harmed in this manner keeping up with the security of the vehicle consistently.  

 

Power supply – The power supply permits AC sign to DC signal which is needed to run the framework parts (Prototype 

model as it were). It comprise of step down transformer which lessens the 230V mains supply to simply 12V which is 

then applied to Bridge rectifier and sifting circuits. At the result of said circuits unadulterated DC (without waves and 

steady abundancy) is acquired. This DC signal is additionally applied to two voltage controller ICs. One of them is 

fixed voltage controller IC 7805 which gives a steady 5V and the other IC is LM317 which is variable voltage 

controller. IC LM317 yield voltage can be changed by utilizing 20 kilo ohm potentiometer. The potentiometer is 

changed in accordance with acquire 3.3V needed by the microcontroller.  

 

DC motor – Used to address motor of vehicle for beginning model. The stock to the engine comes from the power 

supply portrayed before. 

 

III. FUNCTIONS 
 

The security system will forever be online 24x7. That is the framework will get constant power from an outer 

battery bank. This is on the grounds that burglary or mishap can happen whenever and the framework ought to be 

working ceaselessly with next to no hiccups. Presently consider the situation where the proprietor is beginning his 

vehicle, on turning the start (with bona fide key), the framework detects that the vehicle's motor has turned over and 

sends a predefined message to the proprietor that the vehicle has been begun. Additionally the GPS module begins 

sending directions to the cloud server so they can be involved observing the area of the vehicle in the event that it meets 

with a mishap. In any case, since the proprietor himself is utilizing the vehicle he/she will disregard the message as this 

is plainly not an instance of vehicle getting taken. Presently look at that as a criminal in some way gets section into a 

similar vehicle and some way or another figures out how to begin the vehicle (say by shorting wires to begin start), the 

equivalent predefined message will be shipped off proprietor of that vehicle. The proprietor will off base understand 

that his vehicle is currently getting taken. Now the proprietor has two choices:  

 

1. Either promptly press the 'Motor immobilize' highlight present on the 'Vehicle tracker application' introduced on 

proprietor's advanced mobile phone to pause and capture the hoodlum from pulling off the vehicle on the off chance 

that he/she wishes to.  

2. Or on the other hand begin following the vehicle's position in view of the directions sent by the GPS module 

(the directions are as of now put away in cloud server and are shipped off application on proprietor's solicitation) 
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present in the vehicle, start area following on guides and contact the law implementation specialists promptly to catch 

the hoodlum and recuperate the vehicle.   

The same process is applicable in case the vehicle gets involved in an accident. To achieve this, the accelerometer 

present on system on sensing sharp or heavy movements (if the module gets upside down i.e., when deviations in g 

values exceed the threshold limits) will trigger the GPS to start sending the coordinates received from satellites (The 

coordinates are already stored in cloud server) to nearby hospitals and law enforcement authorities so that they can take 

emergency measures immediately. The utmost important thing is that all the devices (system, smart phone, institutions 

etc.) must be connected to internet at all the times. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

The framework was first tried utilizing venture down transformer rather than a battery which was as expected 

previously (Later on a 12V 1 amp battery was utilized to drive the framework). The progression down transformer 

down changes over the 230 V, 50 Hz AC supply to 12 V DC which is then applied to rectifier and channel circuits and 

in the end is utilized to control the singular parts of the framework. A Wi-Fi area of interest (100 Mpbs broadband 

association with switch) was made for the framework to interface with it in order to mimic it as something in IoT idea. 

The vehicle tracker application was introduced on one of the Smartphone and other telephone was set up which will get 

GPS facilitates in a SMS at whatever point mishap is distinguished. The four scenarios namely continuous tracking, 

theft detection, engine immobilize and accident detection was simulated in sequence. There was some delay between 

the actions taking place for ex:  

1. When the system was first started, the app got the status of the system model about theft and accident status after 

some 15 second delay  

2. When eventually the theft got detected (after some seconds), the engine was shut off (after activating the 

immobilize feature on app) after quite a time (nearly 30 seconds) which isn’t that great.  

3. When the accident detection scenario was simulated (placing the accelerometer module upside down or tilting it 

through 90 degrees) the accident status on the app was updated after a delay of nearly 25 seconds which isn’t desirable 

at all.  

Off course had the internet speeds be faster, the delay between the said actions could have reduced to some degree. 

It’s clear that the vehicle tracker app does need some optimizations so that it updates as quickly as possible but the 

inherent internet speed problem is the major factor here. Except the delay problems, the simulation results were 

promising and there is room for improvements in the project. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Albeit no vehicle can be completely gotten, this undertaking expects to overcome any barrier among adaptability 

and security. This paper gives a sensible plan to accomplish and further develop security and preventive measures in 

the occasions of robberies and mishaps. IoT while still in its baby stage can possibly computerize an assortment of 

capacities partially and guarantee that cycles keep on working without human intercession. This project likewise 

attempts to enhance existing security frameworks which however give sensible security yet have specific deficiencies. 

There are regions in which the thought can be developed and further work on the power and abilities of the framework. 
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